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Abstract
Estimates of ambulance travel times on road networks are critical for eective ambulance
base placement and real-time ambulance dispatching. We introduce new methods for estimat-
ing the distribution of travel times on each road segment in a city, using Global Positioning
System (GPS) data recorded during ambulance trips. Our preferred method uses a Bayesian
model of the ambulance trips and GPS data. Due to sparseness and error in the GPS data,
the exact ambulance paths and travel times on each road segment are unknown. To estimate
the travel time distributions using the GPS data, we must also estimate each ambulance path.
This is called the map-matching problem. We consider the unknown paths and travel times to
be missing data, and simultaneously estimate them and the parameters of each road segment
travel time distribution using Bayesian data augmentation. We also introduce two alternative
estimation methods using GPS speed data that are simple to implement in practice.
We test the predictive accuracy of the three methods on a subregion of Toronto, using
simulated data and data from Toronto EMS. All three methods perform well. Point estimates
of ambulance trip durations from the Bayesian method outperform estimates from the alterna-
tive methods by roughly 5% in root mean squared error. Interval estimates from the Bayesian
method for the Toronto EMS data are substantially better than interval estimates from the
alternative methods. Map-matching estimates from the Bayesian method are robust to large
GPS location errors, and interpolate well between widely spaced GPS points.
Keywords: Reversible jump, Markov chain, map matching, Global Positioning
System, emergency medical services
11 Introduction
Emergency medical service (EMS) providers prefer to assign the closest available ambulance
to respond to a new emergency [6]. Thus, it is vital to have accurate estimates of the travel
time of each ambulance to the emergency location. Ambulances are often assigned to a new
emergency while away from their ambulance base [6], so the problem is more complicated than
estimating response times from several xed bases. Travel times also play a central role in
locating bases and parking locations [3, 10, 12]. Travel times are variable, and recent EMS
research has shown the importance of accounting for this uncertainty [7, 13]. In this paper,
we estimate the distribution of ambulance travel times on each road segment (the section of
road between neighboring intersections) in a city. This enables estimation of fastest paths in
expectation between any two locations and simulation of travel times for any given path.
Available data are historic Global Positioning System (GPS) readings, stored during am-
bulance trips. Most EMS providers record this information; we use GPS data from Toronto
EMS from 2007 and 2008. The GPS data contain locations, timestamps, speeds, vehicle and
emergency incident IDs, and other information. In this dataset, GPS readings are stored every
200 meters (m) or 240 seconds (s), whichever comes rst. The true GPS sampling rate is much
higher, but this scheme is used to minimize data transmission and storage. This is standard
practice across EMS providers, though the parameters used vary [16].
The GPS location and speed data are both subject to error. Location readings are par-
ticularly poor near tall buildings or in tunnels [5, 16, 24], as illustrated in Figure 1. Chen et
al. [5] reported large GPS location errors in parts of Hong Kong with narrow streets and tall
buildings, observing average errors of 27 meters, with some errors over 100 meters. Error is
also present in GPS speed readings; Witte and Wilson [29] found GPS speed errors of roughly
5% on average, with largest error at high speeds and when few GPS satellites were visible.
A natural idea for estimating road segment travel times is to use the time between successive
GPS readings. However, there is rarely more than one GPS point recorded on a given road
2Figure 1: Ambulance GPS location readings in downtown Toronto (left) and northeast of downtown
Toronto (right). The points scattered between roads are mainly GPS location errors; there is more error
in downtown due to tall buildings.
segment per ambulance trip, so this is dicult. Instead, we rst introduce local methods
using the GPS speed data. Each GPS reading is mapped to the nearest road segment, and
the mapped speeds are used to estimate the travel time for each segment. We call these local
methods since they do estimation independently for each segment. This general approach is
used by at least one EMS provider, although our estimation methods are dierent, and we
obtain intervals and distributions of the travel time in addition to the mean travel time.
We introduce two local methods (Section 4). The rst divides the road segment length by
each GPS speed to create estimated travel times, and averages these time estimates. This is
equivalent to calculating the harmonic mean of the speeds, an approach that is commonly used
for estimating travel times with speed data recorded by loop detectors [18, 21, 27]. We give
theoretical results supporting the use of this approach for ambulance GPS data (Appendix B).
This approach also naturally yields interval and distribution estimates of the travel time. Our
second local method assumes a lognormal distribution for the GPS speeds on each segment [1,
2], and calculates maximum likelihood (MLE) estimates of the parameters of this distribution.
These can be used to obtain point, interval, or distribution estimates of the travel time.
3A method that eectively combines the GPS speed and timestamp data for each ambu-
lance trip should outperform these local methods. We propose such a method, modeling the
ambulance trips together with the GPS readings (Sections 2 and 3). Using Bayesian data aug-
mentation [25], we simultaneously estimate the path taken for each ambulance trip (solving
the so-called map-matching problem [16]) and the distribution of travel times on each road
segment. For a prior distribution on the path, we use a multinomial logit choice model [17].
As in the local MLE method, we assume a lognormal distribution for the travel time on each
road segment. We do computation via Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. Since the number
of road segments used in each trip is unknown and varies between possible paths, we use a
reversible-jump Metropolis-Hastings step [11, 19] to produce posterior samples of the paths.
We compare the performance of the two local methods and the Bayesian method on a
subregion of Toronto, using simulated data (Section 5) and historical data from Toronto EMS
(Section 6). The Toronto EMS dataset is divided into \lights-and-sirens" (L-S) and \standard
travel" (Std) ambulance trips. We compare out-of-sample ambulance trip duration estimates
for each method. The Bayesian method outperforms the local methods; root mean squared
error and mean absolute error for the Bayesian method are typically 5% lower than for the
local methods. Interval estimates from the Bayesian method for the Toronto EMS data have
dramatically better width and coverage than their counterparts from the local methods.
The two local methods perform similarly. We recommend the MLE method over the
harmonic mean method if a simple-to-implement solution is desired. Interval estimates from
the MLE method have better performance on the L-S data, the most important case, and do
not require sampling from all the GPS data, so are more convenient if the dataset is large.
Also, the MLE method is less dependent on correcting for zero-speed readings.
We also assess the time-dependence of the travel times in the Toronto EMS dataset, by
applying our methods to the rush-hour and non-rush-hour data separately. This binning has
little eect on predictive accuracy for the L-S data, though it improves performance of the
4Bayesian method on the Std data.
Finally, we assess the map-matching estimates from the Bayesian method. Path estimates
are interpolated accurately between widely-separated GPS points and are robust to large GPS
error. The posterior distribution is able to capture multiple high-probability paths when the
true path is unclear from the GPS data. There is an interesting tradeo between routes closer
to the GPS points and routes estimated to be faster. The entire dataset of trips is used to
produce the path estimate for each trip, rather than analyzing each trip in isolation. Many of
these features are not found in state-of-the-art map-matching techniques [14, 15, 16, 24, 28].
Recent work on estimating ambulance travel time distributions has been done by Budge
et al. [4] and Aladdini [1], using estimates based on travel distance, not GPS data. Neither of
these papers considered travel times on individual road segments, the level of detail that we
desire. Budge et al. [4] found that conditional on travel distance, the log of the travel times had
a symmetric distribution, but with heavier tails than a normal. Thus, they modeled the log
travel times using t distributions. Aladdini [1] found that travel times in Waterloo, Ontario,
were well characterized by lognormal distributions. We hypothesize that Budge et al. found
heavier tails because Aladdini separated trips by location, whereas Budge et al. did not.
2 Bayesian Formulation
2.1 Model
Consider a network of L directed road segments, called \arcs," and a set of M ambulance
trips on this network. Assume that trips begin and end on known nodes (intersections) in the
network, at known times (these are estimated for real data in Section 6). For trip i, dene:
 Ai =
n
A1
i;A2
i;:::;A
Ni
i
o
, the unknown path (sequence of arcs), of unknown length Ni.
 Ti =
n
Ti
 
A1
i

;Ti
 
A2
i

;:::;Ti

A
Ni
i
o
, the unknown travel times on each arc.
 d1
i, d2
i, the known nodes in the network where the trip begins and ends.
5 Pi, the set of possible paths in the network (with no repeated nodes) from d1
i to d2
i.


Xl
i;Y l
i ;V l
i ;tl
i
	ri
l=1, the observed GPS readings, with coordinates Xl
i and Y l
i , speeds V l
i ,
and timestamps tl
i, where ri is the number of observations.
We use the following model:
 Each travel time Ti(j) follows a lognormal distribution, independently across i and j.
Specically, log(Ti(j))  N(j;2
j), where the parameters j and 2
j are unknown. The
expected travel time on arc j is (j) = exp
n
j + 2
j=2
o
.
 Each GPS time tl
i is accurate, but the location
 
Xl
i;Y l
i

is observed with error. The
location has a bivariate normal distribution [14, 16], centered at the true location, with
known covariance matrix  (in practice we use a data-based estimate; see Appendix A).
 Each GPS speed V l
i is also observed with error, following a lognormal distribution. Specif-
ically, log
 
V l
i

 N

log

^ V l
i

  2=2;2

, where ^ V l
i is the true speed at time tl
i, and the
variance parameter 2 is unknown. The expected observed speed E
 
V l
i

= ^ V l
i .
 The GPS location and speed errors are independent of each other and the travel times.
 Ambulances travel at constant speed on each arc.
2.2 Prior Distributions
We wish to estimate the missing data fAi;Tig
M
i=1, travel time parameters
n
j;2
j
oL
j=1
, and GPS
speed error parameter 2. A Bayesian approach is a natural way to perform this estimation
jointly. This requires specication of prior distributions for all unknowns.
For the prior distribution on each path Ai, conditional on
n
j;2
j
oL
j=1
, we use a multinomial
logit choice model [17]. Let ai =

a1
i;:::;a
ni
i
	
be a possible route from d1
i to d2
i. In the
multinomial logit choice model, the probability that path ai is selected is
(ai) =
exp

 C
Pni
l=1 
 
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i
	
P
Ai2Pi exp
n
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PNi
l=1 
 
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i
o; (1)
6where C > 0 is a xed hyperparameter. The fastest routes in expectation have the highest
probability according to this model.
For the prior distributions on the GPS speed error parameter 2 and the travel time dis-
tribution parameters j and j, for each arc j, we use
j  N(mj;s2); j  Unif(b1;b2);   Unif(b3;b4); (2)
independently, where mj;s2;b1;b2;b3, and b4 are xed hyperparameters. We use the uniform
prior on the standard deviations j and  because we do not have much prior information for
these parameters, except that we expect them to fall in the specied range. The normal prior
is a standard choice for the location parameter of a lognormal distribution. The specication
of all hyperparameters is described in Appendix A.
3 Bayesian Estimation Method
We use a Markov chain method [26] to obtain samples from the joint posterior distribution of
all unknowns: paths Ai, travel times Ti, and parameters j, 2
j, and 2, given the observed GPS
data and known start and end nodes and durations for each trip. In the Markov chain, each
unknown quantity is updated in turn, conditional on the other unknowns. Each update is either
a draw from the closed-form conditional posterior distribution or a Metropolis-Hastings (M-H)
move; this guarantees convergence of the sample vector to the joint posterior distribution, and
validity of the Monte Carlo estimates based on these samples [20, 26].
3.1 Markov Chain Initial Conditions
First we describe the initial conditions used for the Markov chain. To initialize each path Ai,
select the \middle" GPS reading, reading number bri=2c + 1. Find the nearest node in the
road network to this GPS location, and route the initial path Ai through this node, taking
7the shortest-distance path to and from the middle node. To initialize the travel time vector
Ti, distribute the known trip duration across the arcs in the path Ai, weighted by arc length.
Finally, to initialize 2 and each j and 2
j, draw from the priors.
3.2 Updating the Paths
Next we describe the updating of each path Ai in the Markov chain. We update Ai using a
reversible-jump M-H proposal [11, 19]. We propose a small change to the current path Ai,
giving proposed sample A
i. Because the path changes, the travel times Ti must be updated,
giving proposed sample T
i . The samples A
i and T
i are accepted with the appropriate M-
H acceptance probability, detailed below. This is a reversible jump M-H move because the
number of arcs in the path may change, changing the number of parameters in the model.
The proposal changes a contiguous subset of the path. The length of this subpath is limited
to some maximum value k; k is specied in Section 3.5. The proposal works as follows.
1. With equal probability, choose a node d0 from the path Ai, excluding the nal node.
2. Let b be the number of nodes that follow d0 in the path. With equal probability, choose
an integer a 2 f1;:::;min(b;k)g. Denote the ath node following d0 as d00. The subpath
from d0 to d00 is the section to be updated (the \current update section").
3. Collect the alternative routes of length up to k from d0 to d00. With equal probability,
propose one of these routes as a change to the path (the \proposed update section"),
obtaining the proposed path A
i.
Next, we propose new travel times T
i that are compatible with the new path A
i. Let
fc1;:::;cmg  Ai and fp1;:::;png  A
i denote the arcs in the current and proposed update
sections, noting that m and n will be dierent if the number of arcs has changed. For each
j 2 A
i n fp1;:::;png, set T
i (j) = Ti(j). Let Si =
Pm
l=1 Ti(cl) be the total travel time of the
current update section. We must have
Pn
l=1 T
i (pl) = Si also, because the total duration of
8the trip is known. The travel times T
i (p1);:::;T
i (pn) are proposed as follows.
 Draw (r1;:::;rn)  Dirichlet((p1);:::;(pn)), for a constant  (specied below). Set
the proposed travel times T
i (pl) = rlSi, for l = 1;:::;n.
This gives a proposal that is reasonable (and thus likely to be accepted), because the expected
value of the new travel time on arc pl is (see [8])
E (T
i (pl)) = Si
(pl)
Pn
h=1 (ph)
;
so the total travel time on the current arcs is randomly distributed over the proposed arcs,
weighted by the arc expected travel times. The constant  inuences the variance of each
component, but not the expected values. In our experience  = 1 works well for our application;
one can also tune  to obtain higher acceptance rates for a particular dataset [20].
The M-H acceptance probability for this reversible-jump proposal [11, 19] is
pA = min
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where f denotes the conditional posterior density, q denotes the proposal density, and jJj
denotes the Jacobian of the transformation between the parameter spaces corresponding to
the current and proposed paths [11]. Expressions for f, q, and jJj are given in Appendix C.
3.3 Updating the Trip Travel Times
The travel times fTig
M
i=1 are changed (by necessity) in the path proposal above, but that
proposal has a low acceptance rate, so we also include another M-H update of only the travel
times, to improve mixing of the Markov chain. The proposal works as follows.
1. With equal probability, choose arcs j1 and j2 in the path Ai. Let Si = Ti(j1) + Ti(j2).
2. Draw (r1;r2)  Dirichlet(0(j1);0(j2)). Set T
i (j1) = r1Si and T
i (j2) = r2Si.
9Similarly to the path proposal above, this proposal randomly distributes the travel time over
the two arcs, weighted by the expected travel times (j1) and (j2), with variances controlled
by the constant 0 [8]. In our experience 0 = 0:5 is eective for our application; the value of
0 can also be tuned to improve the acceptance rate for a particular dataset [20]. The M-H
acceptance probability may be calculated in a similar manner as in Appendix C.
3.4 Updating the Parameters j, 2
j, and 2
To update each j, we sample from the full conditional posterior distribution, which is available
in closed form. We have j
 
2
j;fAi Tig
M
i=1  N

^ j; ^ s2
j

, where
^ s2
j =
"
1
s2 +
nj
2
j
# 1
; ^ j = ^ s2
j
2
4mj
s2 +
1
2
j
X
i2Ij
logTi(j)
3
5;
the index set Ij  f1;:::;Mg indicates the subset of trips using arc j, and nj = jIjj.
To update each 2
j, we use a local M-H step [26]. We propose 2
j = 2
j expfg, where
  N(0;2), with xed variance 2. Thus, 2
j  Log-N

log(2
j);2

. The likelihood is
`

2
j

 j;fTi(j)gi2Ij

=
Q
i2Ij Log-N

Ti(j);j;2
j

, where Log-N() denotes the lognormal
density, because the travel times are independent. The M-H acceptance probability [26] is
p = min
8
<
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0
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Log-N
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=
;
:
To update 2, we use another M-H step with a lognormal proposal, with dierent variance
2. The M-H acceptance probability can be calculated similarly.
3.5 Markov Chain Convergence
The Markov chain converges to the posterior distribution as long as the M-H transition kernels
are reversible, aperiodic, and irreducible [26]. The proposals for 2, 2
j, and Ti satisfy these
10requirements. The Ai kernel is aperiodic, and reversible because the current path has update
section length m  k, so it is possible to transition from state fA
i;T
i g to state fAi;Tig.
Rarely, a path may be initialized with a repeat node (see Section 3.1), in which case the reverse
transition is not allowed. However, this initial state is transient, so it can be neglected.
The Ai kernel is irreducible if for any path i, it is possible to move between any two
paths in Pi in a nite number of iterations. For a given road network, the maximum update
section length k can be set high enough to meet this criterion. On road networks with high
connectivity, a low k is sucient. For example, k = 3 is sucient for a square grid. The value
of k should be set as low as possible, because increasing k tends to lower the acceptance rate.
If there is a region of the city with sparse connectivity, the required value of k may be
impractically large. For example, this could occur with a highway parallel to a small road. If
the small road intersects other small roads, with each intersection beginning a new arc, there
could be many arcs of the small road alongside a single arc of the highway. Then, a very large
k would be needed to allow transitions between the highway and the small road. If k were
kept smaller, the Markov chain would not be irreducible. In this case, the chain converges to
the conditional posterior distribution for the closed communicating class in which the chain is
absorbed. If this class contains much of the posterior mass, as might arise if the initial path
follows the GPS data reasonably closely, then this should be a good approximation.
In Sections 5 and 6, we apply the Bayesian method to simulated data and data from Toronto
EMS, on a subregion of Toronto with 623 arcs. Each Markov chain was run for 50,000 iterations
(where each iteration updates all parameters), after a burn-in period of 25,000 iterations. We
calculated Gelman-Rubin diagnostics [9], using two chains, for the parameters 2, j, and 2
j.
Results from a typical simulation study were: potential scale reduction factor (using the second
half of each chain) of 1.06 for 2, of less than 1.1 for j for 549 arcs (88.1%), between 1.1-1.2
for 43 arcs (6.9%), between 1.2-1.5 for 30 arcs (4.8%), and less than 2 for the remaining 1 arc,
with similar results for the parameters 2
j. These results indicate no lack of convergence.
114 Local Methods
Here we describe the two local methods outlined in Section 1. Each GPS reading is mapped
to the nearest arc (both directions of travel are treated together). The problem of estimating
each arc travel time distribution using the mapped GPS speeds is similar to the problem of
estimating travel times using speed data recorded by loop detectors [18]. This problem has
been well studied in the transportation research literature [21, 23, 30], and in this context
it is standard to estimate travel times via the harmonic mean of the observed speeds (the
\space-mean speed" [18, 21, 27]).
Let nj be the number of GPS points mapped to arc j, Lj be the length of arc j, and the
mapped speed observations
n
V l
j
onj
l=1
. In our rst local method, the harmonic mean of the
speeds
n
V l
j
onj
l=1
is calculated, and converted to a travel time point estimate
^ TH
j =
Lj
nj
nj X
l=1
1
V l
j
:
This is equivalent to assuming constant speed, converting speed observations to travel time
estimates Tl
j = Lj=V l
j, and averaging these times. The empirical distribution of the estimated
times
n
Tl
j
onj
l=1
can be used as a distribution estimate. Because readings with speed 0 occur in
the Toronto EMS dataset, we set any reading with speed below 5 miles per hour (mph) equal
to 5mph. Results are fairly sensitive to this correction. If the speed threshold is lower, there
are some signicantly higher estimated times, and the mean travel time estimates are higher.
In Appendix B, we consider this travel time estimator ^ TH
j and its relation to the GPS
sampling scheme. If GPS points are sampled by distance, ^ TH
j is unbiased and consistent.
However, if GPS points are sampled by time, ^ TH
j overestimates the mean travel time. In the
Toronto EMS dataset, samples are drawn every 200m or 240s, a combination of sampling-by-
distance and sampling-by-time. However, the distance constraint is usually satised rst (see
Figure 6, where the sampled GPS points are regularly spaced). Thus, the travel time estimator
12^ TH
j is appropriate.
In our second local method, we assume V l
j  Log-N(mj;s2
j), independently across l, for
unknown travel time parameters mj and s2
j. Again if the estimated travel time Tl
j = Lj=V l
j,
this implies Tl
j  Log-N

log(Lj)   mj;s2
j

. We use the maximum likelihood estimators
^ mj =
1
nj
nj X
l=1
log

V l
j

; ^ s2
j =
1
nj
nj X
l=1

log

V l
j

  ^ mj
2
to estimate mj and s2
j. Our point travel time estimator is
^ TMLE
j = E

Tl
j

  ^ mj; ^ 2
j

= exp
(
log(Lj)   ^ mj +
^ s2
j
2
)
:
This method provides a natural distribution estimate for the travel times via the estimated
lognormal distribution for Tl
j. Correcting for zero-speed readings is again required, to avoid
log(0), but the results are less dependent on the threshold, because the speeds are not inverted.
The MLE method is biased towards overestimating the travel times, because of extra varia-
tion in the observed speeds, caused by GPS speed errors [29] and departures from the assump-
tion of constant speed on each road segment. Consider modeling this extra variation with a
lognormal error. Let the observed speed Ol
j = V l
jE, where V l
j is now the true speed at the GPS
time, and E  Log-N
 
  2=2; 2
(so E(E) = 1). Then Ol
j  Log-N

mj    2=2;s2
j +  2

.
The MLE method actually estimates E

Lj=Ol
j

instead of E

Lj=V l
j

= E

Tl
j

, causing
overestimation, because E

Lj=Ol
j

= E

Tl
j

exp

 2	
. There is no way to adjust for this
bias if the parameters are estimated independently for each arc, as in our local methods. The
speed variability s2
j and the error  2 are not separately identied; only their sum is identied.
A complication for both local methods is that some small residential arcs have no assigned
GPS points in the Toronto EMS dataset (see Figure 3). In this case, we use a breadth-rst
search on the nearby arcs to nd an arc with data, and use its assigned GPS speeds instead.
Each arc has a \road class," associated with its size. We restrict the search to arcs of the same
13class, because we assume that nearby arcs of the same class have similar speed distributions.
We also considered modications to the two methods. First, we required each arc to have
at least N assigned GPS readings (for example, N = 10). If an arc had fewer readings, we
performed the same breadth-rst search, saving any readings, until a total of N had been
found. Second, because the small residential roads tend to have little data, we considered
pooling all the GPS data for these arcs. However, neither of these modications consistently
improved performance.
5 Simulation Experiments
We test the Bayesian and local methods in the area of Leaside, Toronto, shown in Figure
3. The region is almost 4 square kilometers. In this region, a value k = 6 (see Section 3.5)
guarantees that the Markov chain is irreducible and thus valid. This region has four classes of
road size. We dene the highest-speed class to be \primary" arcs, the two intermediate classes
to be \secondary" arcs, and the lowest-speed class to be \tertiary" arcs (see Figure 3).
In this section, we present a set of simulation experiments, comparing the accuracy of the
three methods in predicting durations of test trips with known paths. We also evaluate the
map-matching estimates from the Bayesian method for example simulated paths.
5.1 Generating Simulated Data
Some aspects of the data-generating mechanism follow the assumptions of our various models,
while others do not. The arc travel times are lognormal: Ti(j)  Log-N(j;2
j). To set the
true parameters j and 2
j, we uniformly generate a speed between 20-40mph. We set j and
2
j so that the arc length divided by the mean travel time equals this speed, but also to give the
arcs a range of travel time variances. Specically, we draw j  Unif
 
0:5log
 p
3

;0:5log(3)

,
which then denes the required value of j. This range for j is narrower than the prior
14range (see Appendix A), but still allows for substantial dierences in arc travel time variances.
Comparisons between the three methods are invariant to moderate changes in the j range.
We simulate ambulance trips with true paths, travel times, and GPS readings. For each
trip i, we uniformly choose start and end nodes. We construct each path Ai arc-by-arc. At
each node, beginning at the start node, we uniformly choose an arc that lowers the expected
time to the end node, until the end node is reached. This method diers from the Bayesian
prior (see Section 2.2). For some trips, the initial path in the Markov chain (see Section 3.1)
is quite dierent from the true path, testing the mixing of the Markov chain in the space Pi.
We simulate datasets with two types of GPS data: \good" and \bad." The good GPS data
is designed to mimic the conditions of the Toronto EMS dataset. Each GPS point is sampled
at a travel distance of 250m after the previous point (straight-line distance is 200m in the
Toronto EMS data, but we use the longer along-path distance). The GPS locations are drawn
from a bivariate normal distribution with  = ( 100 0
0 100) (see Appendix A). The GPS speeds are
drawn from a lognormal distribution with 2 = 0:004, corresponding to a mean absolute error
of 5% of speed, roughly the average results seen by Witte and Wilson [29]. In the bad GPS
data, the GPS points are sampled every 500m. The GPS error is designed to be slightly higher
than that seen by Chen et al. [5] and Witte and Wilson [29]. The constant  = ( 1145 0
0 1145),
consistent with the average error seen by Chen et al. [5], if it is in one dimension (see Appendix
A). The parameter 2 = 0:0227, corresponding to mean absolute error of 12% of speed.
5.2 Travel Time Prediction
We simulate ten good GPS datasets and ten bad GPS datasets, as dened in Section 5.1, each
with a training set of 2000 trips and a test set of 2000 trips (in total, roughly the size of the
Toronto EMS Std dataset). Taking the true path for each test trip as known, we calculate
point and 95% predictive interval estimates for the trip durations using the three methods.
We use an empirical Bayes (data-based) travel time prior distribution for the Bayesian method
15(see Appendix A).
We compare the predictive accuracy of the point estimates from the three methods via the
root mean squared error (RMSE, in seconds), the mean absolute error (MAE, in seconds), the
geometric mean of the ratios of the predicted durations to the true durations (Ratio), and the
correlation between the predicted and true durations (Cor.). The Ratio metric assesses the
bias in the point estimates, and the Cor. metric assesses the variance. We compare the interval
estimates using the arithmetic mean width of the 95% predictive intervals (Width) and the
percentage of 95% predictive intervals that contain the true trip duration (Cov. %). Table 1
gives means for all these metrics over the ten replications of good and bad GPS datasets.
Good GPS data (Avg. over ten datasets)
Estimation method RMSE (s) MAE (s) Cor. Ratio Width (s) Cov. %
Bayesian 14.9 11.2 0.953 1.016 59.0 96.0
Local MLE 15.5 11.7 0.949 1.021 58.5 94.8
Local Harm. 15.5 11.7 0.949 1.020 57.9 94.4
Bad GPS data (Avg. over ten datasets)
Estimation method RMSE (s) MAE (s) Cor. Ratio Width (s) Cov. %
Bayesian 15.2 11.4 0.950 1.015 61.4 96.2
Local MLE 16.2 12.3 0.944 1.035 63.5 94.8
Local Harm. 16.2 12.2 0.944 1.033 62.3 94.3
Table 1: Out-of-sample trip travel time estimation performance on simulated data.
In both dataset types, the point estimates from the Bayesian method outperform the
estimates from the local methods. For a given good GPS dataset, improvement is typically 3-
5% in RMSE and MAE, with an average of roughly 4%. For a bad GPS dataset, improvement
is typically 4-8% in RMSE and MAE, with an average of roughly 7%. The interval estimates
are very similar for the good GPS data. For the bad GPS data, the Bayesian intervals are
superior: slightly narrower (1-3%) with higher coverage percentage. The two local methods
performed almost identically in all metrics. Performance of the Bayesian method only worsened
by 2% on average in RMSE and MAE from good to bad GPS data, whereas performance of
the local methods worsened more.
165.3 Map-Matched Path Results
Next we assess map-matching estimates from the Bayesian method. Figure 2 shows two exam-
ple ambulance paths. The black points show the GPS locations, and the white nodes follow
the true path taken. The starting node is circled in green and the ending node in red. Each
arc is colored by the marginal posterior probability it is traversed in the path. Arcs with
probability less than 1% are uncolored. The left-hand path is from a good GPS dataset (as
dened in Section 5.1). The Bayesian method easily identies the correct path. Every correct
arc has close to 100% probability, and only two incorrect detours have probability above 1%.
This is typical performance for simulated trips with good GPS data.
Figure 2: Map-matching estimates for two simulated trips, colored by the probability each arc is traversed.
The right-hand path is from a bad GPS dataset. Routes closer to the GPS points are
preferred, because the GPS location likelihood increases (see Section 2.1), and routes with
lower expected travel time are preferred, because the prior probability of the path increases
(see Section 2.2). However, there is sometimes a tradeo between these. For example, the
last GPS point in the path has high location error. The correct shortest route has very high
probability, even though there is an alternative route much closer to the GPS point, because
17the alternative route is much longer. Earlier in the path, there are two occasions where the
GPS points are too sparse to dene the route clearly. There are multiple routes with similar
expected travel times, so each has substantial probability.
6 Analysis of Toronto EMS Data
In this section, we compare the Bayesian and local methods on the dataset from Toronto EMS.
6.1 Data
We use data provided by Toronto EMS from 2007 and 2008. The GPS data include locations,
timestamps, speeds, and ambulance and emergency incident IDs. The priority of the emergency
determines whether the ambulance travels at \lights-and-sirens" (L-S) or \standard" (Std)
speed. We consider only the GPS points in the Leaside subregion of Toronto. The right
plot in Figure 3 shows these GPS locations for the Std dataset. This dataset contains 3989
ambulance trips and almost 35,000 GPS points. On this region, the GPS location error is
reasonably low; most of the points are close to a road, presumably the correct road. The
primary roads tend to have a large amount of data, the secondary roads a moderate amount,
and the tertiary roads a small amount. The L-S dataset is smaller (1932 trips), with a similar
spatial distribution of points.
We use only the \to-scene" portion of each ambulance trip, and discard trips for which this
cannot be identied, for ease of sorting the trips into the L-S and Std datasets. We also discard
some trips (roughly 1%) that would impair estimation: for example, trips where the ambulance
turned around or where the ambulance stopped for a long period (not at a stoplight). Finally,
most of the trips in the dataset do not begin or end in the subregion, they simply pass through.
We assume that trips start and end at known nodes and times, so we must approximate these.
We use the closest node to the rst GPS location as the approximated start node, and the
18Figure 3: The subregion of Toronto (left), with primary roads (green), secondary roads (red) and tertiary
roads (black). All GPS locations on this region from the standard travel dataset (right).
time of the rst GPS reading as the start time. Similarly, we use the last GPS reading for
the end node. This produces some inaccuracy of estimated travel times on the boundary of
the region. This could be xed by applying our method to overlapping regions and discarding
estimates on the boundary.
Table 2 compares rush hour (7-9 AM and 4-6 PM weekdays), non-rush hour, and overall
mean GPS speeds, for the L-S and Std datasets. L-S speeds are higher than Std speeds, and
speeds decrease for both datasets during rush hour, with a greater dierence in the Std data.
Mean GPS speed All data Rush hour Non-rush hour
L-S 33.5 mph 31.5 mph 34.0 mph
Std 24.2 mph 21.7 mph 25.0 mph
Table 2: Mean observed GPS speeds for L-S and Std datasets.
6.2 Travel Speed Estimation
Toronto EMS has existing estimates of the travel times, which we use as the prior means as
described in Appendix A. These estimates are dierent for L-S and Std trips, but are the
19same for the two travel directions on each road segment. We have also tested the Bayesian
method with the data-based prior described in Appendix A and have observed almost as good
performance.
Figure 4: Prior (left) and posterior (right) speeds from the Bayesian method, for Toronto L-S data.
Figure 4 shows prior and posterior speed estimates (length divided by mean travel time)
from the Bayesian method on the L-S dataset. Each arc is colored based on its speed estimate,
so most roads have two colors, corresponding to the two travel directions.
The posterior speed estimates from the Bayesian method are reasonable; primary arcs
tend to have high speed estimates, and estimated speeds for successive arcs on the same road
are typically similar. Arcs heading into major intersections (primary and secondary roads in
Figure 3) are often slower than the reverse arcs. This eect cannot be captured by the local
methods, because both travel directions have the same estimates. Arcs with little data tend to
be close to the prior distribution. The prior appears to underestimate the true speeds, because
arcs with a large amount of data generally have faster, more reasonable posterior estimates.
This is a desirable property for the prior, because incorrectly estimating high speeds for arcs
20with little data would adversely aect fastest path estimation, which is our goal.
There are a few arcs that have poor estimates from the Bayesian method. For example,
parallel pink arcs in the top-left corner have poor estimates due to edge eects. Also, some
short interior arcs have unrealistically high estimates, likely because there are few GPS points
on these arcs. This undesirable behavior could be reduced or eliminated by using a random
eect prior distribution for these roads [8], which has the eect of pooling the available data.
Figure 5: Prior (left) and posterior (right) speeds from the Bayesian method, for Toronto Std data.
Figure 5 shows the same two plots for the Std data. Again, the posterior estimates are
generally reasonable. Successive arcs typically have similar speeds, and the posterior speeds
for primary roads are typically faster than the prior speeds. Roads entering large intersections
are now substantially slower, because ambulances must wait at stoplights in standard travel.
For example, see the intersection at location (500, 600). There are again some arcs with poor
estimates, such as the curved pink arc at (600, 1500). There is no data on this arc (except for
some GPS errors), and some trips have mistakenly been estimated to leave the main road and
21use it instead. Again, this could be addressed via a random eect prior distribution [8].
6.3 Travel Time Prediction
Next we evaluate the accuracy of travel time predictions from the Bayesian and local methods.
We divide the set of trips from each dataset randomly into two halves to create training and
test sets, t the models to the training data, and predict the travel times for the trips in the
test data. We also check whether the predictive accuracy is improved by tting the model
separately to rush-hour and non-rush hour training data.
We compare the known duration of each trip in the test data with the point and 95%
interval predictions from each method. Unlike the simulated test data in Section 5, the true
paths are not known. We use point estimates for the path taken; for each estimation method,
we assume the path taken is the the expected fastest path, using the mean travel time estimates
for each arc. This measures the ability of the methods to estimate both the fastest path and
the travel time distributions accurately.
As in Section 5.2, we compare the point estimates from the three methods on the test data
using RMSE, MAE, Cor. and Ratio, and compare the interval estimates using Width and Cov.
%. Mean results from using each half of the dataset as the training data are given in Table 3.
For the L-S data, the Bayesian point estimates perform better than the local method
estimates in all metrics. RMSE is slightly lower, while MAE is roughly 5% lower. The
Bayesian estimates have less bias and higher correlation to the true values. The interval
estimates from the Bayesian method are far superior, having much higher coverage percentage
while being narrower than the intervals from the harmonic method. The intervals from the
Bayesian method are wider than the intervals from the MLE method, because they account
for uncertainty in the travel time parameters. Partitioning the data into time bins does not
substantially change performance.
22L-S data (Avg. over the two test sets)
Estimation method RMSE (s) MAE (s) Cor. Ratio Width (s) Cov. %
Bayesian (1 time bin) 41.1 23.2 0.759 1.01 76.0 85.7
Local MLE (1 time bin) 41.4 24.5 0.752 1.04 54.5 66.3
Local Harm. (1 time bin) 41.5 25.0 0.752 1.06 96.2 62.3
Bayesian (2 time bins) 41.0 23.4 0.759 1.02 77.0 85.0
Local MLE (2 time bins) 41.6 24.2 0.752 1.02 51.9 64.4
Local Harm. (2 time bins) 41.6 24.7 0.752 1.04 91.3 61.9
Std data (Avg. over the two test sets)
Estimation method RMSE (s) MAE (s) Cor. Ratio Width Cov. %
Bayesian (1 time bin) 130.1 74.6 0.607 0.91 158.1 72.6
Local MLE (1 time bin) 136.3 78.8 0.597 0.87 112.5 55.8
Local Harm. (1 time bin) 134.8 77.8 0.598 0.89 172.0 66.4
Bayesian (2 time bins) 125.4 70.7 0.641 0.93 158.3 73.9
Local MLE (2 time bins) 135.1 77.6 0.625 0.85 105.8 54.3
Local Harm. (2 time bins) 133.6 76.6 0.625 0.87 163.4 67.0
Table 3: Out-of-sample trip travel time estimation performance on Toronto EMS data.
For the Std data, all estimation methods are less successful. The Bayesian estimates again
outperform both local methods in all metrics. Improvement is roughly 4-5% in RMSE and
MAE. Again, the interval estimates show substantial improvement. In this case, partitioning
the data into time bins decreases RMSE and MAE by 3-5% and substantially increases corre-
lation. We believe this is because the travel time distributions in the two time bins dier more
in the Std data than in the L-S data, and the Std dataset is also larger. The local methods
only improve by 1-2%, indicating that these methods may be more prone to overtting.
The two local methods perform comparably. If a simple-to-implement solution is desired,
we recommend the MLE method. Interval estimates from this method perform substantially
better for the L-S data, which is the more important case, and are simpler to obtain, because
they do not require sampling from all the GPS data. Also, estimates are less sensitive to the
correction for zero-speed readings (see Section 4).
236.4 Map-Matched Path Accuracy
Finally, we assess map-matching estimates from the Bayesian method. Figure 6 shows two
example ambulance paths from the L-S dataset. The rst GPS point is colored green, the
last red, and the others black. As in Section 5.3, each arc is colored by its marginal posterior
probability. Arcs with less than 1% probability are uncolored. In the left-hand path, the
ambulance has taken a surprising route, but the posterior estimates seem correct, except that
the assumed start node is incorrect (an example of edge error; see Section 6.1). Most paths
in the dataset have almost 100% probability on all the (presumably) correct arcs, as in this
example. In the right-hand path, for an unknown reason, there is a large gap between GPS
points. Almost all the posterior probability is given to the fastest route (see Section 5.3),
following a primary and then secondary road. This illustrates the robustness of the Bayesian
method to poor GPS data.
Figure 6: Map-matching estimates for two Toronto L-S trips, colored by the probability each arc is
traversed.
247 Conclusions
We proposed a Bayesian method to estimate ambulance travel time distributions on each road
segment in a city, using sparse and error-prone GPS data. We simultaneously estimated the
ambulance paths and the parameters of the travel time distributions on each segment. We
also introduced two local methods based on mapping each GPS reading to the nearest road
segment. The rst method used the harmonic mean of the GPS speeds; the second performed
maximum-likelihood estimation for a lognormal distribution of travel speeds on each segment.
We applied the three methods to simulated data and data from Toronto EMS, in a sub-
region of Toronto. In simulations, the Bayesian method outperformed the local methods in
estimating out-of-sample trip durations, for both point and interval estimates. The estimates
from the Bayesian method remained excellent even when the GPS data had high error. On
the Toronto EMS data, the Bayesian method provided reasonable travel time estimates for
the road segments in the network, and again outperformed the competing methods in out-of-
sample prediction.
We also applied the estimation methods independently to rush hour and non-rush hour L-S
and Std data. This binning had little eect on predictive accuracy for any of the methods on
the L-S data, but did improve accuracy on the Std data, especially for the Bayesian method.
One could also consider smooth estimation of the travel times across the dierent times of day,
using functional data analysis approaches. This could be eective in regions of a city where
travel times vary more substantially between rush and non-rush hour.
Regarding other possible extensions, the lognormal travel time assumption of the Bayesian
method could be weakened to a mixture of lognormals. This could capture the dierent travel
time distributions at intersections, depending on the light cycle and direction the ambulance
turns. Additionally, random eect modeling of travel time parameters within a road class
could provide more smoothing [8]. Thirdly, the GPS location covariance  could be made a
function of location, accounting for the larger error downtown.
25A Constants and Hyperparameters
There are several constants and hyperparameters to be specied in the Bayesian model. To
set the GPS position error covariance matrix , we calculate the minimum distance from each
GPS location in the data to the nearest arc. Assuming the error is radially symmetric and
the nearest arc is correct (and straight), this minimum distance should equal the absolute
value of one component of the 2-dimensional error, i.e. the absolute value of a random variable
E1  N(0;2), where  =

2 0
0 2

. Thus, we take  = ^ E(jE1j)
p
=2 where ^ E(jE1j) is the
average minimum distance of each GPS point to the nearest arc. In the Toronto EMS datasets,
we have mean minimum distances 8.4m in the L-S data and 7.7m in the Std data. In the
simulated data, we have roughly 7.3m for \good" GPS data and 18.7m for \bad" GPS data.
These give L-S = ( 111:6 0
0 111:6), Std = ( 92:7 0
0 92:7), Good = ( 84 0
0 84), and Bad = ( 550 0
0 550).
The hyperparameters b1;b2;s2, and mj control the prior distributions on the travel time
parameters j and 2
j (see Equation (2)). We assume we have an initial travel time estimate
j for each arc j. When this is not available, as in our simulation study, one can use the
following data-based choice for j: nd the harmonic mean GPS speed reading in the entire
dataset and convert this speed to a travel time for each road. The hyperparameter mj is set
so that E (Ti(j)) = j. Given the choices for s2, b1, and b2 (specied below), this requires
mj = log
0
@ j
E

e
2
j=2

1
A  
s2
2
:
The variance s2 is set by estimating the possible range of the mean travel time about the
prior estimate j. An interval fmj2sg of two standard deviations in j increases and decreases
E

Ti(j)
 
j;2
j

by a factor of e2s: We set s2 so that this factor equals two (s = 0:5log(2)),
because we expect our prior estimate typically to be correct to within a factor of two.
The hyperparameters b1 and b2 are set by estimating the possible range in travel time
variation for a single arc. Given j, some arcs have very consistent travel times (for example
26an arc with little trac and no major intersections at either end). We estimate that such an
arc could have travel time above or below the median time by a factor of 1.1. Taking this
range to be a two standard deviation j interval (so that 1:1expfjg = expfj + 2jg) yields
j  0:0477. Other arcs have very variable travel times (for example an arc with signicant
trac). We estimate that such an arc could have travel time above or below the median time
by a factor of 3.5, corresponding to j  0:6264. Thus, we set b1 = 0:0477 and b2 = 0:6264.
Results are very insensitive to the hyperparameters b3 and b4, so long as the interval [b3;b4]
does not exclude regions of high likelihood. This is because the entire dataset is used to
estimate 2 (unlike for the parameters 2
j). We x b3 = 0 and b4 = 0:5; the latter corresponds
to mean GPS speed error of 55%. It is not realistic that the error could be greater than this.
The hyperparameter C governs the multinomial logit choice model prior distribution on
paths. While the results of the Bayesian method are generally insensitive to moderate changes
in the other hyperparameters, changes in the value of C do have a noticeable eect, so we
obtain a careful data-based estimate. Equation (1) implies that the ratio of the probabilities
of two possible paths depends on their dierence in expected travel time. For example, let
C = 0:1 and consider paths ~ ai and ^ ai from d1
i to d2
i, where the expected travel time of ~ ai is 10
seconds less than the expected travel time of ^ ai. Then path ~ ai is e  2:72 times more likely.
We specify C using the principle that for a trip of average duration, a driver is ten times
less likely to choose a path that has 10% longer travel time. However, we make a small
adjustment to ensure that the prior distribution on the route taken between two xed locations
is roughly the same for each dataset, because the route choices appear to be the same from
visual inspection of the L-S and Std data. To do this, we combine all the L-S and Std data
to calculate an overall mean L1 trip length LTor
1 (change in x coordinate plus change in y
coordinate) for the Toronto EMS data, which is LTor
1 = 1378:8m. Let LD
1 and TD be the mean
L1 length and mean trip duration for each dataset D. We estimate a weighted mean duration
TD
W = TDLTor
1 =LD
1 for dataset D for a trip of length LTor
1 , and use the duration TD
W to set C
27by the above principle. This yields CL-S = 0:211, CStd = 0:110, and CSim = 0:208.
Interestingly, the value of C inuences an overall bias in the Bayesian method. If C
decreases, there is a general decrease in predicted travel times. We believe this is because if C
is lower, the preference for faster paths is weaker, so alternative slower paths have relatively
higher posterior probabilities. Alternative paths tend to be longer in distance. Since the total
trip duration is known, these longer paths require faster estimated travel speeds. This leads
to a general reduction in travel time estimates.
B Harmonic Mean Speed and GPS Sampling
When estimating road segment travel times via speed data from GPS readings, as in the local
methods of Section 4, it is critical whether the GPS readings are sampled by distance or by
time. Sampling-by-distance could mean recording a GPS point every 100m, and sampling-by-
time could mean recording a GPS point every 30s, for example. As discussed in Sections 1 and
4, most EMS providers use a combination of distance and time sampling. If both constraints
are satised frequently (unlike in the Toronto EMS dataset, where most points are sampled
by distance), this could create a problem for estimating travel times via these speeds.
In the transportation research literature, where sampling is done by distance (because
speeds are recorded at loop detectors at xed locations on the road), it is well known that the
harmonic mean of the observed speeds (the \space mean speed") is appropriate for estimating
travel times [18, 21, 27]. Under a simple probabilistic model of sampling-by-distance, without
assuming constant speed, we conrm that the harmonic mean speed gives an unbiased and
consistent estimator of the mean travel time. However, we also show that if the sampling is
done by time, the harmonic mean is biased towards overestimating the mean travel time.
Consider a set of n ambulance trips on a single road segment. For convenience, let the
length of the road segment be 1. Let the travel time on the segment for ambulance i be Ti,
and assume that the Ti are iid with nite expectation. Let xi(t) be the position function of
28ambulance i, conditional on Ti, so xi(0) = 0 and xi(Ti) = 1. Assume that xi(t) is continuously
dierentiable, with derivative vi(t), the velocity function, and that vi(t) > 0 for all t. Each
trip samples one GPS point. Let V o
i be the observed GPS speed for the ith ambulance.
First, consider sampling-by-distance. For trip i, draw a random location i  Unif(0;1) at
which to sample the GPS point. This is dierent from the example of sampling-by-distance
above. However, if the sampling locations are not random, we cannot say anything about
the observed speeds in general (the ambulances might briey speed up signicantly where the
reading is observed, for example). Assuming that the ambulance trip started before this road
segment, it is reasonable to model sampling-by-distance with a uniform random location.
Conditional on Ti, xi() is a cumulative distribution function, with support [0;Ti], density
vi(), and inverse x 1
i (). Thus, i = x 1
i (i), the random time of the GPS reading, has dis-
tribution function xi() and density vi(), by the probability integral transform. The observed
speed V o
i = vi(i), so the GPS reading is more likely to be sampled when the ambulance has
high speed than when it has low speed. This is called the inspection paradox (see e.g. [22]).
Mathematically,
E(V o
i jTi) = E(vi(i)jTi) =
Z Ti
0
vi(t)vi(t)dt 
R Ti
0 vi(t)dt
2
R Ti
0 12dt
=
1
Ti
;
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, with strict inequality unless vi() is constant. However, if
we draw a uniform time i  U(0;Ti), then
E(vi(i)jTi) =
Z Ti
0
vi(t)
1
Ti
dt =
1
Ti
: (3)
In particular this implies that the speeds summarized in Table 2 are biased high. The inspection
paradox has a greater impact in the Toronto Std data than in the L-S data, because ambulance
speed varies more in standard travel.
Consider estimating the mean travel time E(Ti) via the estimator ^ TH = 1= V o
H, where  V o
H
29is the harmonic mean observed speed. We have
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and so it is unbiased. Moreover, it is consistent as n ! 1, by the Law of Large Numbers.
Next, suppose the sampling is instead done by time. To model this, let i  Unif(0;Ti) be
a random time to sample the GPS point for ambulance i. In this case, we have
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by Jensen's Inequality and (3). Again, the inequality is strict unless vi() is constant.
C Calculations for Updating the Paths
Here we calculate the ratios of posteriors f, proposals q, and Jacobian jJj from Section 3.2.
First, for the ratio of posteriors,
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where () is the prior probability of the path, `() is the product of the travel time likelihoods
for each arc in the path, and g() is the product of the GPS location and speed likelihoods for
all GPS readings in the path. For the ratio of priors, the denominator of (1) cancels, because
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i and Ai have the same start node and end node. Thus,
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Only the arcs in the update section are changed, so the ratio of travel time likelihoods is
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For the ratio of GPS likelihoods, consider a single GPS reading
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state fAi;Tig, and the assumption of constant speed on each arc, infer the ambulance position
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and speed ^ V l
i at time tl
i. Let l1 be the index of the rst GPS reading in the update
section, and l2 be the index of the last. Then, letting N2 denote the bivariate normal density,
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Next we calculate the ratio of proposals. In Part 1 of the proposal in Section 3.2, the node
d0 is chosen with probability 1=Ni, where Ni is the number of arcs in Ai. In Part 2, the node
d00 is chosen with probability 1=min(b;k). In Part 3, the number of routes of length up to k
between d0 and d00 is the same for the reverse proposal, so this probability cancels. Finally,
the ratio of travel time proposals can be calculated easily. Letting Dir denote the Dirichlet
density, we have
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Finally, to calculate the Jacobian jJj, dene random variables Ul = rlSi, for l 2 f1;:::;n 
1g (emphasizing that the space of travel time proposals has dimension n   1). To take the
31same role for the reverse proposal, dene Wl = Ti(cl), for l 2 f1;:::;m  1g. Thus, we have a
transformation between two spaces of dimension m + n   1, with Jacobian
jJj =
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= 1;
by cofactor expansion.
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